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ABSTRACT

Organization was and still in a need for the data warehouse techniques to keep itself in the lead, the best in using these techniques and come up with the desired results are the applications that are using the OLAP techniques and the BI methods, in this study there was a need for a data warehouse, BI model and the OLAP techniques to analyze the data so I had addressed these three factors as my problem and solve it by building the BI model, building a system and use the OLAP techniques in the system to the decision makers in the UUM university make better decisions for the benefit of the university and its students.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Data warehouse

The data warehouse is a collection of data architected and formed into one environment and can serve the user through multiple tools, these tools analyze and predicate the data to come up with the results which will give the organizations better and cheaper solutions. There are six characteristics that should be in the data warehouse and these are:

1.1.1 Subject-Oriented

The information presented is about a specific subject or specific kind of interest means that the data is processed and the result will be the desired information, for example the end user can make a request after that the data will be processed, structured and then presented to the user about the required subject.

1.1.2 Integrated

The data warehouse is all about one kind of information in other words when the extraction is complete there is another step come after that and this step is the
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
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